Lets get ORGANISED!

Learn how to
organise your
whole home!


Pantry



Kitchen



Bathroom



Bedroom



Laundry



Craft



Toys



Office

creating simple organised solutions for the home and office

OXO Pop Pantry Storers
The OXO Good Grips POP Containers are airtight, stackable and space-efficient, making it easy to keep your dry foods fresh
and your kitchen organised. They have a unique push-button mechanism that creates an airtight seal with just one touch and
the button also serves as a handle to lift off the lid. The Containers are designed for modular stacking so that you can efficiently
organise your countertop and pantry, while their corners allow for easy pouring. The lid comes apart for thorough cleaning.

0.9L
Slim

2.0L
Slim

1.4L
Rectangle

1.4L
Slim

2.3L
Rectangle

2.3L

Square

3.8L

Square

3.2L
Rectangle

0.9L Slim
10.5x10.5x16cm

$24.95
502OXP

1.4L Slim
10.5x10.5x24cm

$26.95
503OXP

2.0L Slim
10.5x10.5x32cm

$32.95
504OXP

2.3L Square
16x16x16cm

$32.95
506OXP

1.4L Rectangle
10.5x16x16cm

$26.95
510OXP

2.3L Rectangle
10.5x16x24cm

$34.95
511OXP

3.2L Rectangle
10.5x16x32cm

$39.95
512OXP

3.8L Square
16x16x24cm

$44.95
507OXP
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OXO Pop Jars
4.7L

Our OXO POP Jars have a unique pop-up button mechanism that creates an
airtight seal with one touch. The button serves as a handle to remove the lid
with one hand. The large circular opening makes it easy to access the contents.
The jar has a flat back to sit flush against a wall and maximize capacity.

2.8L
1.9L
4.7L Round
15x21.5x22.5cm

$45.95
515OXJ

2.8L Round
12.5x18.5x20.5cm

$32.95
514OXJ

1.9L Round
12x17.5x17.5cm

$28.95
513OXJ

OXO Pop Cereal
Our OXO POP Cereal Dispensers feature pop-open
lids for one handed opening and closing. The
smooth-pour spout is designed to prevent messy
spills. Contoured for a comfortable hold, even when
full. Shaped for efficient storage on countertops or in
cabinets.

3.2L

2.3L

2.3L Cereal
10x25.5x20.5cm

$39.95
516OXC

3.2L Cereal
10.5x25.5x26cm

$44.95
517OXC
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OXO Greensaver Produce Keeper
Did you know that 25% of the produce we purchase ends up in the bin? Let’s break the cycle with the OXO Greensaver
Produce Keeper. The innovative design of the Greensaver Produce Keeper container uses non-toxic, activated carbon filters
which efficiently absorb ethylene gas, which is what spoils your produce. A special sliding date indicator, allows you to keep on
top of changing the filter when needed. As well as the carbon filter, the elevated inner basket allows for proper air flow which
stops moisture build up and the sliding vent opening in the lid can be adjusted depending on what humidity the produce
requires. To use, simply place your produce in the inner basket. Place the inner basket in the container. Place the lid on with
the coconut husk carbon filter. Snap on the slide on vent lid and place in the fridge. The inner basket also doubles up as a
colander. Simply remove the basket from the container and wash your fruit or veg.

4.7L

4.0L

1.5L

OXO Carbon Filter
(4 Pack of Refills)

$19.95
522OXG

1.5L Greensaver
17.5x15x10cm

$38.95
519OXG

4L Greensaver
22x19.5x15.5cm

$58.95
520OXG

4.7L Greensaver
16.5x30x15cm

$68.95
521OXG

Adjustable Vent
The adjustable vent on top of each Produce
Keeper slides open and closed to maintain optimum humidity levels for different types of produce,
keeping them crisp and fresh.
Activated Carbon Filters
Activated carbon filters trap and absorb ethylene
gas, slowing down the aging process and keeping
produce fresh longer. The filters are made from
coconut husks, making them safe, all-natural and
non-toxic.
Elevated Basket
The elevated basket lifts produce up and away
from the container walls to promote airflow and
help prevent rotting. It can also be removed and
used as a colander.
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Decor Match-ups

space
saver

Find the right lid every time with Decor Match-ups® with realseal™ . The ultimate container not only has a lid colour match
system to assist you in finding the right lid every time, it also features a realseal™ lid which has a soft silicone seal that makes the
storers airtight and leakproof. The lid also has an air release vent, which allows the storers to be used in the microwave for
reheating. All the storers are clearly marked with coloured graduated measurements. They nest inside each other to save
space and are modular by colour.

Red Oblong
580DEM
21x13.5x1cm

650ml
$7.95

Red Oblong
581DEM
21x13.5x8cm

1.0L
$9.95

Red Oblong Tall 3.0L
582DEM
$12.95
21x13.5x19cm

Blue Oblong
587DEM
21x31x10cm

4.0L
$14.95

Blue Oblong Tall 8.0L
577DEM
$19.95
21x31x19.5cm

Purple Oblong
583DEM
11x17x6cm

500ml
$6.95

Purple Oblong
584DEM
11x17x8.5cm

800ml
$7.95

Purple Oblong Tall 1.75L
585DEM
$10.95
11x17x17cm

White Square
588DEM
14.5x16x5cm

500ml
$7.95

White Square
589DEM
14.5x16x9cm

Green Oblong
575DEM
16x25x5cm

900ml
$9.95

Green Oblong
2.0L
586DEM
$12.95
16x25x9cm

Green Oblong Tall 4.5L
576DEM
$14.95
16x25x19.5cm

White Square Tall 1.75L
578DEM
$10.95
14.5x16x14cm

1.0L
$9.95

White Square Tall 3.0L
579DEM
$12.95
14.5x16x23cm
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Kitchen Organisers

8 Piece Multi Pack
23x15.5x11.5cm

$16.95
540MSK

Versatile bins in a variety of shapes and sizes.
All made of durable plastic and interlocking
walls for mixing and matching.

9 Piece Multi Pack
39.5x15.5x9.5cm

all
BPA
free

$19.95
541MSK

Versatile bins in a variety of shapes and sizes.
All made of durable plastic and interlocking
walls for mixing and matching.

Expandable Utensil Tray
38.5x32.5x5.5cm

$39.95
549MSK

Expands to 54cm and made from durable
BPA Free plastic with a non-slip lining to keep
your cutlery from moving around.

8 compartments

5 Compartment Cutlery Tray
33x29x5cm

$18.95
544MSK

6 Compartment Cutlery Tray
38.5x30.5x5cm

$24.95
545MSK

Expandable Cutlery Tray
38.5x32.5x5.5cm

$45.95
548MSK

5 Compartments with non-slip lining to keep
your cutlery from moving around.

6 Compartments with a non-slip lining to
keep your cutlery from moving around.

Expands to 54cm and made from durable
BPA Free plastic with a non-slip lining to keep
your cutlery from moving around.

Utensil Tray
33x40.5x5cm

Shelf Organiser
37x24.5x9cm

Expandable Shelf Organiser
37x24.5x9cm

$19.95
546MSK

3 large compartments with non-slip lining to
keep your utensils from moving around.

$25.95
550MSK

3 tier shelf organiser made from durable
plastic and lined with a soft-grip material to
keep items in place.

$35.95
551MSK

Expands to 66cm this 3 tier shelf organiser
made from durable plastic and lined with a
soft-grip material to keep items in place.
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Kitchen Organisers
Expandable
Bakeware Organiser
38.5x28.5x11xm

$34.95
698MSK

This stand keeps bakeware, cookie
sheets and casserole dishes orderly and
easily accessible. It expands to fit most
cabinets, making for instant, easy
installation. Divided slots adjust to fit
needs, and soft grip features keep items
protected and in place.

Expandable
Under shelf Sink
46.5 x 28 x 44 cm

$49.95
542MSK

The Undersink organiser creates usable
storage space in a difficult area. The
plastic shelves can be arranged to fit
around any pipes. Expands up to 81cm.

Stacking Basket
38x19x25cm

$16.95
671HBS

Plastic Bag Saver
9x13x33cm

$12.95
552MSK

Turntable
26.5x26.5x4cm

$19.95
553MSK

With handy window to reveal when
you're running low and easy-fill top
makes it a breeze to refill.

Easily access items with a spin. Features
a non-slip lining, rubber feet and a wide
base to provide stability.

Large Cabinet Shelf
46.5x19x17.5cm

$25.95
699MSK

The sturdy chrome finish stacking basket
is ideal for pantry shelves.

This stackable shelf helps maximise your
space. With a soft lining and
rubber
feet to keep things in place, it folds flat
when not in use. Each shelf can hold
11kgs.

24 Cupcake
Carrier

Mondo Russian
Piping Set

$39.95
691CCC

The 24 Cupcake Carrier is a clever way
to store your baked goods. It features
two handy stackable layers, a clip-lock
lid with handle plus it is BPA free and
fridge/ freezer/dishwasher safe.

$19.95
676MON

A simple way to create decorative
flowers on top of your cupcakes. The
set contains 6 design nozzles with 4
reusable piping bags.

Buy & Save Set

$47.95
720BSS

PURCHASE THE 24 CUPCAKE CARRIER PLUS THE MONDO RUSSIAN PIPING SET & SAVE 20%
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Kitchen Organisers
Sort out your space with the Organiser’s! These Organisers feature clear plastic with built in handles to keep your fridge or pantry
neat and tidy! Not just useful for the kitchen, they can be used anywhere in the home.

Organiser Long 5cm
30x10x5cm

$9.95
661HBS

Organiser Square 5cm
30x30x5cm

$16.95
663HBS

Organiser Rectangle 5cm
30x20x5cm

Organiser Long 10cm
30x10x10cm

$12.95
662HBS

Organiser Square 10cm
30x30x10cm

$19.95
664HBS

Organiser Rectangle 10cm $16.95
30x20x10cm
666HBS

10cm

10cm

5cm

stackable

stackable

stackable

Organiser Long Tall 15cm
25x10x15cm

$14.95
669HBS

Organiser Long Tall 21cm
26x13x21cm

$18.95
670HBS

$12.95
665HBS

Organiser Square Tall 15cm 16.95
20x20x15cm
668HBS

Organiser Wine Holder (each) $9.95
20x10.5x10.5cm
667HBS
stackable

15cm

21cm

HERBS & SPICES STORAGE SOLUTION!
Herbs and spices can be difficult to
organise and often leave shelves
feeling cluttered. The clear Cabinet
Spice Rack features two levels for
easy
access either side to your
favourite herbs and spices keeping
them neat and tidy.
Cabinet Spice Rack
25.8x11.6x21.6cm

$39.95
713CSK
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Junk Drawer

organise those messy junk drawers

Gadget Junk Drawer
37x30.5x5.5cm

Junk Drawer Organiser $22.95
38x29x7.5cm
543MSJ

$19.95
547MSJ

Made of durable plastic with simple
lines and thoughtfully designed,
easy-to-clean compartments. It also
has branded icons to help you
organize. Removable top-level
sliding trays make lower compartments easy to access.

Made of durable plastic with simple
lines and thoughtfully designed,
easy-to-clean compartments, nonslip lining and nonslip feet to keep
things in place.

Compartment Boxes
Say goodbye to cluttered desks, shelves and drawers. Compartment Storage Boxes will help you organise small
items so they are always easy to find. They are perfect for organising batteries, jewellery, craft and small hardware
items, these boxes have 101 different uses.

6 Compartment Large $17.95
20x8x31cm
596TCB

12 Compartment Medium $15.95
20x5x31cm
597TCB

6 Compartment Small $8.95
16x5x19.5cm
598TCB

The Original Space Bag
BEFORE

5 Compartment Mini
11.5x3x.19cm

$8.95
599TCB

Triple your storage space! The Original Space Bags are airtight,
waterproof and reusable plus they protect against dirt, mildew
and odours. Choose from the Large and Cube vacuum seal
bags or the handy roll-up Travel Set.

AFTER

Large
2 Pack

$24.95
705LVS

Contains:
2 LGE bags 54x85cm

Cube
2 Pack

$31.95
706CVS

Contains:
1 LGE cube 54x75x26cm
1 XL cube 67x100x32cm

Travel Set $19.95
2 Pack 707TTG
Contains:
1 MED bag 35x50cm
1 LGE bag 45x57cm
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Gadgets

Brix Jar Key

531JKG

$9.95

Place the JarKey against the lid of the jar,
and with a slight lift, the vacuum is
released, and the lid can now easily be
unscrewed.

Brix Can Key

532CKG

$8.95

No more broken nails and sore fingers from
opening cans.

Toastabags

533TBG

$5.95

Make perfect toasted sandwiches with NO
mess in your toaster. Simply make your
sandwich, place it in the toastabag and
pop the bag in your toaster.

time and effort saving gadgets you can use in the kitchen

Pan Scraper

554PSG

$3.95

Digital Slimline Timer 692DTG

$8.95

Made from nylon so it won’t scratch nonstick cookware this pan scraper easily
removes stuck on food.

Features 100 minute capacity, last setting
memory function plus a magnet for mounting to metal surfaces. Battery included.

Rocker Garlic Crusher 618GRG $18.95

Vibe Cheese Slicer

By using a back and forth rocking motion,
the Garlic Rocker crushes your garlic cloves
quickly and easily.

Green, Yellow, Blue, Pink, Red & Purple
Slice cheese quickly with a thick or thin
option.

528CSG

$6.95

Spreadr

534SPG

$5.95

Easy to use and safe for children, The
Spreadr is designed to apply your favourite
spread in a uniform thickness, smoothly and
effortlessly.

Slide & Store Bag Sealers 693SSG $8.95
Creates an airtight seal keeping your open
packets fresher for longer. Can be used on
most plastic packaging. Sliding design,
pack 6.
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keep your produce
fresher for longer

Keep Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Saver
$7.95 529KFG
Refill $5.95 530KFG
Place a green KeepFresh fridgit in your
produce drawer and you can reduce your
fruit and veg wastage by up to 80%. KeepFresh has been proven to keep fruit and
vegetables fresh for up to 6 weeks longer.
Completely safe & non-toxic.

Little Gems Whisk

527LGG

$4.95

This whisk is small and easy to hold making
it perfect for sauces or gravy.

Glasses Clip

645GCG

$6.95

Bobino Glasses Clip stores your sunglasses in
your car ready to use. Simply slide the clip
on your visor and click the glasses in
between.

Avocado Saver

590ASG

$8.95

Stores half an avocado and
reduces
exposure to air which keeps it fresh for
twice as long.

Apple Peeler & Corer

$24.95

GREEN: 555APG
RED: 556APG
Peel and core your apples with a few simple
turns of the handle. Also suitable for peeling
other fruits and vegetables such as pears and
potatoes. Secure suction base attached to
any smooth surface.

Cable Tag

644CTG

$10.95

Bobino Cable Tags help you identify all the
cables you have in use. Fully adjustable to fit
cable sizes up to 1 cm thick and designed to
write on with any ballpoint pen which can be
erased for re-use. 10 tags - 2 x 5 colours.

Wine Chill Stick

700WCG

$19.95

The Wine Chill Stick chills wine from the
inside. Once frozen insert the chill stick into
the bottle for approximately 5 minutes
before pouring.

Egg Perfect Timer

526EPG

$9.95

Throw the Egg-Perfect Egg Timer into the
water with your eggs.

Key Clip

643KCG

$6.95

Bobino Key Clip makes it easy to locate
your keys. No more searching in the depths
of your hand bag, backpack, briefcase or
purse.
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Elfa Door Rack
This versatile Elfa Door Rack System allows you to
create flexible customised storage on the back of any
door. The baskets can be easily repositioned to fit your
ever changing storage needs.
*Can be wall mounted with screws.

Small Basket
43.5x8x7cm

Large Basket
43.5x13.4x14cm

Door Strip
191.6cm

$19.95
558ELD

Medium Basket

$28.95
560ELD

Media Rack
43.5x16.7x7cm

$19.95
561ELD

$16.95
557ELD

Over Door
Hook

$12.95
564ELD

43.5x10.4x7cm

ELFA DOOR RACK SYSTEM

$21.95
559ELD

ELFA DOOR RACK SYSTEM (pictured right) 568ELD $200.00

Includes: Door Strip, Over Door Hook, 1x Small Basket,
3x Medium Baskets and 3x Large Baskets.

Board Hooks
$6.95
(3 pack)
566ELD

Board Box $6.95
11x6x8cm 567ELD
Peg Board
45x38cm

$49.95
562ELD

Small Peg Board $19.95
45x6cm
563ELD
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clever
storage
solutions

Easy Glider Baskets

Utilise your cupboard space and create easy access to your items by installing the Easy Glider System. The runner enables you
to create a sliding drawer to use every square centimetre of space.
Great for kitchen cupboards, pantries, linen cupboards, anywhere in the home.
*Mounting screws included.

Easy Glider 25
Medium Basket
23x53x18.5cm WLH

$54.95
569ELB

Easy Glider 25
Large Basket
23x53x28.5cm WLH

$64.95
570ELB

MEDIUM

LARGE

Easy Glider 35
Medium Basket
33x53x18.5cm WLH

$59.95
571ELB

Easy Glider 35
Large Basket
33x53x28.5cm WLH
MEDIUM

$69.95
572ELB
LARGE
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keep items
dust &
damage
free!

stackable

Shoes
Shoe Box Small (each) $4.95
30x18x10cm
609SBS

Boot Box (each)
52x30x11cm

Shoe Box Large (each) $5.95
33x20x13cm
610SBL

Hooks & Hangers

Jewellery

Keep your home organised with the Over the Door Rack or
Double Hook. They work great for clothing, hats, scarves,
coats, jackets, towels etc. No assembly required.

The Whitmor Stackable Jewellery Tray
Collection features soft touch inner
compartments and comes with protective dust cover. Multiple units can be

$7.95
611SBB

Jewellery Tray Large $34.95
7 section
653WSJ

OTD Rack
46.2x5.5x27.5cm

$49.95
714OTD

OTD Double Hook
15x2x16cm

$19.95
715OTD

Jewellery Tray
20 section

Scarf Holder
708ZSH

$29.95

The scarf holder with clear plastic
and polished chrome can hold
up to 18 scarves.

Handbag Holder
709ZHH

$15.95
649WSJ

Jewellery Tray
5 section

$15.95
652WSJ

Jewellery Tray
9 section

$15.95
651WSJ

$29.95

The handbag holder with clear
plastic and polished chrome
can hold up to 4 handbags.

Jewellery Tray
4-12 section

$15.95
650WSJ
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Bathroom
Soft Grip Tote
$24.95
27x21.5x18.5cm 697MSB
This handy Soft Grip Tote has
two compartments, raised
base, and a soft-grip handle
for easy carrying. Features
holes for aeration and water
drainage. Works perfectly
for home - storing household
cleaning products, sponges,
and other kitchen or bathroom necessities.

Turn-It Organiser $29.95
28x28x18cm
539MSB

Keep your bathroom items
easily accessible. Removable and customisable with
hinged dividers plus a
turntable base ensures your
items are sorted and kept
organised.

Hang-It Organiser $35.95
25.5x12.5x35.5cm 537MSB
Turns cabinet doors into
usable, versatile storage
space. Works great in your
bathroom cupboards to
add storage. Can be
arranged
in
any
configuration to suit your
needs.

12” Shower
Squeegee
30x25cm

$9.95
710SSB

The
double
blade
construction will help keep
your wet areas dry and
streak free. Rear suction cup
and easy grip handle.

LARGE

Large Basket
with Handle
35x22x12.5cm
Small Basket
with Handle
23x16.5x13cm

$19.95
712LBB
$12.95
711SBB

These Storage Baskets with
Handles are stackable and
look great in any bathroom.
Features include chrome
handle, frost cut-out design
made of durable plastic.

Portable Swivel
$32.95
Organiser
696MSB
13.7x14.2x35.4cm
Four levels of storage to
organise your hair supplies,
makeup, or jewellery. The
bins turn on an axis to open
and close. Silicone strap
keep bins from spinning and
doubles as a handle for
portability.

Over Door
Bath Storage
28x11.5x24cm

Adjustable
Shower Caddy $39.95
71x25.5x33.5cm 536MSB
The adjustable shower
caddy includes 2 bins,
1 soap cup, 2 suction
clips, and 2 press-in
inserts to hold razors and
other items. All items can
be placed anywhere on
the grid to fit the user's
need.

SMALL

Shower
$49.95
Caddy
717FSC
9.5x31.8x64.8cm
The Shower Caddy
made from flexible
rubber and plastic
includes
hanging
hooks
and
inbuilt
holes
to
inverse
bottles
for
easy
dispensing. Can be
hung over the shower
head or over the
shower door.

$24.95
538MSB

Turns cabinet doors into
usable, versatile storage
space. Works great in your
bathroom cupboards to
add storage.

Style Station
24x14x23.5cm

$39.95
694SSB

The Style Station is made
from sturdy plastic and
stainless steel with a high
heat silicone base allowing
hot items to safely cool
when stored. Keep it on the
bench, inside a cupboard
or on the towel rack. Rear
bin keeps cords neat and
out of the way.

Two Level Storage
with Dividers
36.5x22.5x16.5cm

$64.95
695MSB

A stacking system that works great in
smaller cupboards, this system makes the
most out of vertical space. Features two
additional dividers for easy organisation.
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145cm diameter

Play Pouch
Pouch Australia products are versatile, durable and are a must
have for every busy family! The "Award Winning" Play Pouch is
based on a vintage concept that has stood the test of time, but
has been redesigned for modern life. Play Pouch and Mini
Pouch empower kids to participate in achievable pack up...
the ultimate play mat and toy storage bag for minimum mess,
MAXimum play! As seen on the Today Show and House Rules!
Check out our latest product the 'Aqua Pouch' Waterproof
carry-all and mat, perfect for the park, beach or pool!
Hot Pink
$60.00
683OPH

Black Ink
$60.00
682OPB

Ocean Blue
$60.00
684OPO

Play Pouch Mini
60cm diameter
Hot Pink Mini: 686MPH
Black Ink Mini: 685MPB
Ocean Blue Mini: 687MPO

Triangles
$70.00
689PPT

$39.00

The original Australian designed play pouch is now
available in a portable size perfect for tabletop play,
smaller collections and out and about at a cafe – the mini
pouch. The mini pouch is made from durable cotton
canvas, rope, high quality eyelets and features a handy
zip pocket for hard-to-find treasures and valuables.

Aqua Pouch
105cm diameter

Gold Glitter
$70.00
688PPG

$90.00
690APP

Aqua Pouch is a unique waterproof carry-all with
shoulder strap and zip pocket that opens out to
become a mat, play space or picnic rug. Take all
you need with you for the park, or a day at the
beach in the Aqua Pouch. Lay it out for a place
to sit or play. If the ground is damp, you'll stay dry.
When it is time to go, simply pull on the rope and
everything is gathered neatly into the Aqua
Pouch.
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freeze,
pack
& go!

Packit Freezable Bags

THE FIRST COOLER THAT ACTUALLY COOLS (FINALLY!)
PackIt is the only foldable, freezable bag that keeps food and drinks cool for hours - no ice packs needed. Packit features a
patented cooling technology that's built into the walls of the bag and folds down to store in freezer, backpacks, suitcases etc.
It’s durable, non-toxic, food-safe & eco-friendly. Hand wash and wipe clean, when dry, freeze for 12hrs.
POPPIES

GREY STRIPES

MONSTERS

VIVA

Freezable Lunch Bag
Grey Stripes: 638PIC

GREY STRIPES

$44.95
Viva: 637PIC

 4.5L Capacity
 Cools for up to 10 hours
 Adjustable carry handle with buckle

Freezable Upright Lunch Box
$39.95
Poppies: 639PIC
Monsters: 640PIC

Freezable Wine Bag
Grey Stripes: 642PIC

 3.8L Capacity
 Cools for up to 10 hours
 Buckle handle conveniently attaches to

 1L Capacity (fits 750ml - 1L bottle)
 Cools for up to 6 hours
 Shoulder strap or pull tab to carry in your

attachment
 Zip & Velcro attachments

VIVA

bags

$32.95
Viva: 641PIC

hand

 Vertical design keeps drinks upright and

prevents spills

 Roll top design with buckle closure

secures bottle in bag

Thermos Drink Containers
Travel Tumbler 450ml
Midnight Blue: 672TTM

$39.95

 Double wall vacuum insulation for maximum

superior,
quality
product

temperature retention, hot or cold
 Durable stainless steel interior and exterior
 Cool to the touch with hot liquids, sweat-proof with cold
 Fits most automobile cup holders

Tritan Hydration Bottle 500ml
Smoke: 675TET






$18.95

Double wall construction provides insulation
BPA-free, impact-resistant and dishwasher durable
Lid with integrated carrying loop
Silicone spout for comfortable drinking
Sweat-proof design

Funtainer Drink Bottle 340ml
Butterfly: 673TFB

$19.95
Multi Sport: 674TFM

 Double wall vacuum insulation for maximum cold temperature

retention
 Hygienic push button lid with pop-up silicone straw is easy to open
 Kid-proof design - durable stainless steel interior and exterior





withstands daily wear and tear
Flip-up carrying loop
Dishwasher safe
Exterior stays condensation free
Non-slip, scratch resistant base
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Storage baskets and trays can be used to organise a variety of
items and in a range of sizes are perfect for organising counter
tops, kitchen cabinets, pantries, home office space, and shelving
throughout the home.

Baskets & Trays

Short Weave
Basket
38.1x31.1x13.3cm

Mini White
Storage Tray
16x13x5.5cm

$2.45
606STT

White
Storage Tray
25x16x5.5cm

Slim White
Storage Tray
31.5x13x5.5cm

Small Stacking
$9.95
Basket
656SSB
31.8x21.9x13.7cm

Medium Stacking
Basket
37.5x27.3x15.9cm

$14.95
659SBW

Tall Weave
Basket
38.1x31.1x23.8cm

$19.95
660SBW

$3.95
607STT
Medium
Storage Basket
19x28.5x10.5cm

$3.95
600SBM

Large
Storage Basket
24.5x37x15cm

$6.95
601SBL

Ultra Small
Storage Basket

$11.95
602SUB

Ultra Medium
Storage Basket

$16.95
603SUB

$21.95
604SUB

Ultra X Large
Storage Basket

$27.95
605SUB

$3.95
608STT

$12.95
657SSB

20x28x10cm

12.5x27.5x35cm

Large Stacking $19.95
Basket
658SSB
43.5x32.7x18.4cm
Stacking Baskets feature accent rails that flip-down allowing
same size baskets to stack on top of each other, providing
additional storage, without taking up more surface space.

Ultra Large
Storage Basket

33x40x15cm

40.5x33.5x25.5cm
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i-hook Storage
A revolutionary nano suction material that binds strongly to
any smooth sealed surface such as Tile, Polished Timber,
Stainless Steel, Glass, Melamine and Plastic are all perfect
surfaces. Heat, Water, Sun and Cold Resistant i-hooks can
be repositioned hundreds of times and washed if dirty.

i-hook Bathroom
634WMI

$17.95

The i-hook Bathroom allows storage of different combinations of
Soap, Toothbrushes, Toothpaste, Razors.

i-hook Minis
632WMI

$11.95

i-hook Large
633WMI

$17.95

The i-hook Minis are a 4 pack of 1kgs of mini i-hooks. Great for
storage of small items such as keys, kitchen utensils etc.

The i-hook large is perfect for bulky items such as hand bags,
towels and electrical cables. Each hook holds 3 kgs.

STAINLESS STEEL

i-hook Bathroom Corner Shelf
635WMI

STAINLESS STEEL

$59.95

The Bathroom Corner Shelf allows storage in the corner of a shower,
bathroom or even kitchen and laundry. Allows an 8 kg connection
and holds that off only one wall not 2. Made with premium grade
stainless steel.

i-hook Handy Basket
636WMI

$49.95

Holds large items in the Bathroom, Kitchen and Laundry. The i-hook
Stainless Steel range is made from premium Stainless 304. This
means it is rust resistant and has a beautiful shine. Reusable, Washable, Non-Marking and Invisible.
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Smart Organisers

Apothecary
Travel Set

$18.95
647ATS

Voyage abroad in old-world style and modern
convenience with this elegantly designed travel
set. Contains three 90ml travel bottles, three
20ml jars, 2 sticker sheets and carrying case.
Bottles are leak proof and BPA free.
HANGING WASHBAG

FOLDING POUCH

Travel
Laundry Bag

Stop mixing your dirty clothes with your clean
clothes while travelling. Holds 3 kg of laundry,
and folds up into a compact pouch.
Pouch: 11x11cm. Open Bag: 40.5x54.5cm.

Kiss Kiss Hanging Washbag
28x19x10cm

(5 zips, 3 compartments, 1 pocket)

Kiss Kiss Folding Pouch
19x7x12cm

(3 zips, 2 compartments, 1 pocket)

Kiss Kiss Case
19x7x5.5cm
CASE

$14.95 Multi Function Memo Board
648TLB 45x60cm

(1 zip, 1 compartment)

$35.95
646MFB

Perfect for photos, magazines, notes and
mementos including white board with write on,
wipe off marker, storage pocket and elastic
memo board. Includes hardware for wall
mounting and hanging.

$44.95
701KKW
$24.95
702KKF
$14.95 The Tool Man Toiletry Bag
703KKC 26x10x15cm

(3 zips, 2 compartments, 2 pockets)

$29.95
704TMT

The Okidome Eden Planter attaches cleanly and securely to windows, tiles, mirrors, stainless steel and other smooth flat surfaces.
Using the concealed Oki-Lock system this unique approach to indoor gardening puts your plants in the best position to receive
the light they need to flourish as well as freeing up valuable space in your kitchen, bathrooms and other living areas. The Eden
planter is ideal for growing indoor plants, herbs, succulents... even strawberries!
Okidome (each)
12x10x10.7cm

$29.95
716OKW
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Cleaning

Kitchen
Eco Cloth

$10.95
621WMC

Brilliant at cleaning all surfaces
in your kitchen that are used for
food
preparation
and
consumption. Made with
Coconut Charcoal fibres that
inhibit the growth of bacteria
so avoiding odour. Great for
wiping down bench tops and
kitchen tables.

Bathroom
Eco Cloth

$11.95
625WMC

Designed to do a weekly clean
on surfaces in the bathroom. A
scrubbing side helps to break
up soap scum while the flat
side is great for wiping down
vanities. The clip tag allows
easy storage anywhere in the
bathroom.

Oven & Cooktop
$10.95
Eco Cloth
622WMC
The most aggressive eco cloth
for scrubbing ovens and cooktops. The aggressive side is
made from polyester film which
will scrub but will not scratch
delicate surfaces. The flat side
is for finishing the job by picking
up loosen grime and polishing.

General Purpose
$10.95
Eco Cloth
626WMC

Designed with dual cleaning
surfaces for scrubbing and
wiping. The cloth can tackle
any cleaning task. Awarded by
Choice Australia as the Best
General Purpose Microfibre
Cloth in Australia in 2010 and
Finalist in Women’s Weekly
Cleaning Product of the Year in
the 2012.

Dust & Polish
Eco Cloth

$10.95
623WMC

Specially designed to both
attract dust like a magnet and
polish surfaces. Great for water
sensitive surfaces such as
antiques, books and statues.

3 Pack
Eco Cloth

$22.95
627WMC

Buy 2 Get 1 Free. This pack has
3 cloths that can tackle most
cleaning tasks in the home:
General Purpose + Glass &
Window + Dust & Polish.

Glass & Window
Eco Cloth

$10.95
624WMC

Tea Towel
Midnight

$17.95
628WMC

Bestselling cloth that leaves a
streak free finish on any shiny
surface. From mirrors to the
shower screen to the stainless
steel fittings. Lint and scratch
free finish on any shiny surface.

Absorbs 4 times more liquid
than a cotton tea towel. Streak
free and lint free drying. Light
and thin means it dries quickly.
Washable Hundreds of times.
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Cleaning
Window Blade
50x29cm

$49.95
677WMC

Window Blade Handle
48cm to 101cm

$19.95
678WMC

The Original water capturing squeegee.
NO MESS, NO STREAKS, NO DRIPS! Captures
the water before it runs down the window,
leaving them dry and streak free. Invented
and Patented in Germany. 3 piece set includes washing blade, window blade and
window detergent.

Allows cleaning of high windows and is lightweight and telescopic for easy storage.

White Magic Eraser
631WMC

$6.95

The original and best eraser sponge for
removing stubborn marks from any smooth
non-porous surfaces. It works like an eraser to
remove marks off walls, soap scum off shower
screens and tea stains from cups.

Shower Eraser
679WMC

Exit Soap
630WMC

$3.95

Made from a mix of eucalyptus and citrus oil,
Exit Soap has been manufactured for nearly
100 years in Australia for getting stains out of
textiles. Stains such as pen, biro, blood, red
wine, grease and lipstick can be dissolved by
Exit Soap.

Caddy
45.1x33.7x22.5cm

$16.95
671SCC

This
large
caddy
has
four
divided
compartments with high side walls to keep
cleaning supplies from tipping over. Small
compartments are ideal for sponges and
brushes while the large compartment is
perfect for standard size spray bottles and
paper towels.

$11.95

The micro abrasive fibres can lift stubborn
soap residue and hard water marks with only
water. The tiny fibres can get down into the
tiny pits of the surface to dislodge the grime
off all hard surfaces such as glass, ceramic,
stainless steel, and melamine. The patented
suction hook holds firmly and is not affected
by water or heat. This allows easy storage in
and around the shower to allow cleaning at
any time.

Grout Brush
24cm

$25.95
681WMC

A dual sided brush that allows cleaning of
both thick and thin grout lines. The super
sturdy handle allows pressure to be applied to
scrub the most heavily soiled grout lines.
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Cleaning
Effortlessly spin your mop dry - The patented spinning mechanism expels water at
2600 revolutions per minute to effortlessly dry
the mop with a few presses of your foot. The
spinning device works like a vacuum
cleaner to remove the dirt and water from
the mop so there is no need to get your
hands dirty or physically exert yourself with
bending, pulling or wringing.

Spin Mop
629WMC

$109.95

The Original and best White
Magic Microfibre Spin Mop.
Cleans all hard floor surfaces in
the home such as: Tile, Stone,
Wood, Laminate, Lino, Vinyl etc

Chemical free cleaning -

The Spin Mop Microfibre Mop Head is made
with 8000 strands of polyester microfibers
that act like little shovels to pick up dust
from the floor with only water. The polyester
microfiber is also 4 times more absorbent
than cotton so they can absorb a big mess
fast.

Clean under and around -

The mop handle allows you to clean around
fixed furnishings or into any shape of corner
with the 360 degree movement. Combine
this with the handle pivoting at 180 degrees
and you can now clean under areas as low
as 6cm, such as couches, coffee tables and
TV cabinets.

Machine washable mop heads - The
Microfibre Mop Head is machine washable
100 times. That means with regular use they
should last for at least 2 years. Simply place
in a
laundry bag, place in a hot water
front loader washing machine with normal
washing powder/liquid. You will have a
brand new mop ready to clean again.

Pet Hair Broom
$29.95
680WMC
Brush 30 x 7cm
Broom 90cm to 150cm
The ultimate broom to sweep
up Pet Hair on every floor type
in the home. This broom works
from
carpet to hard flooring
and can even be used wet to
scrub and wipe away wet
messes.
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HOST A PARTY

...and shop your wish list for free!
Invite your friends & family to see a fabulous range
of storage & organisational products in the comfort of your own home.
Have loads of fun while learning how to save time, create space & get organised!
HOST BENEFITS INCLUDE:

▪ FREE PRODUCTS ▪
▪ DISCOUNTED PRODUCTS ▪
▪ HAVE YOUR HOME PROFESSIONALLY ORGANISED ▪
*terms & conditions apply

Postage & Handling $5.95
Expect delivery in 2-3 weeks
TERMS & CONDITIONS
When party sales reach $350, the host will be eligible to spend 10% on products.
If a future party is booked, the host will receive an additional 50% off a product.
Party sales of $350 do not including postage & handling costs or Host benefits.
Future party bookings must made at the host party and be held within 30 days of this date.
Hosts 50% discounted items relating to future bookings may be ordered once the related party has been held.
Future Party Booking benefit can only be used once.

Your Consultant:
mei@simpleorganisedsolutions.com.au

www.facebook.com/simpleorganisedsolutions

Mei Lee - 0411 334 495

